
PRG’s proprietary Enhanced Environments
solution allows DPs to change the location, 
weather, lighting conditions and the time of 
day seamlessly using digital scenery. Instead 
of transporting crew and talent or chasing the 
golden hour, we bring the location to a studio. 
Using a customizable combination of LED panels, 
projection and interactive lighting, reflections 
appear naturally and effects are visible on 
set and incamera, allowing the talent to react 
naturally to their environment. 

PRG technicians will help you customize the
correct equipment solution for all kinds of
scenarios, from simple to complex. Whether
you’re looking to simulate a driving scene or fake 
the moon landing, we’ll work with your creative 
team to figure out the best way to approach the 
scene from a technical standpoint.

ENHANCED
ENVIRONMENTS
GO BEYOND GREEN SCREEN WITH LED AND INTERACTIVE LIGHTING

Benefits of Enhanced Environments

• Leverages PRG’s industry-leading video, 
LED technology and media servers

• Flexibility to change locations and adapt 
setting from day to night in one stage location

• Director and actors immersed in real-time 
environment

• Real-time visuals and ambient lighting for 
cinematographer and gaffer

• Background is no longer a 2D surface - it 
can now act as a 3D background based on 
the camera’s point of view and positioning

• Removes green screen glare from actors
• Reduced post-production cost
• Includes car process

FOR MORE INFORMATION: ENHANCEDENVIRONMENTS@PRG.COM



We will work with your production team from 
pre-visualization to production to create an 
enveloping media environment on as large a 
scale as needed, utilizing proprietary technology, 
tools and techniques all supported by the 
industry’s most experienced team.

Some people say fix it in post, but we say - why 
not fix it in pre-vis? Enhanced Environments give 
filmmakers the flexibility to get the perfect shot.

Using LED, projection and interactive lighting, we can bring every type of location to the studio. 
Our Enhanced Environments solution has been used by some of the biggest names in television and film.
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Seeing is believing.
Watch a sizzle reel of our 
Enhanced Environments work

https://vimeo.com/674560766



